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1. In Korean there are two types of phonological phenomenon that take place at 
utterance final position, i.e., at pause and at preconsonantal position. One type involves 
the change of obstruents to unreleased non tense stops as illustrated in 'Cl) : 1 
(l) a . jc;)s+i j 'milk Nom (inative)' [c;)si] 
/C;)s j 'milk' [cat] 
j cas+kwaj 
b. jk'och + ilj 
j k 'oc"j 
j k'och + kwaj 
c. j nac+ej 
jnac/ 
j nac + kwa j 
d. j aph+ij 
jap"j 
j aph+to j 




















The underlying fricative s of jcasj 'milk', for example, is realized as t when the form 
is pronounced in utterance final position or in combination with another morpheme that 
b egins with a consonant. The other type of phenomenon, illustrated in (2) , has to do 
with consonant cluster simplification. 
(2) a . j kaps+ij 'price Nom' [kaps'i] 
j kapsj 'price' [kap] 
j kaps+kwaj ' price and' [kapk'wa] 
b. j naks+ilj 'spirit Acc ' [nekS'il] 
j naksj 'spirit' [nak] 
j naks+toj 'spirit also' [nakt'o] 
*This paper was presented at the 1974 Asian Studies Pacific Coast Conference held in San Diego, 
Cali fo rni a on June 14-16, 1974. 
1 Besides the change under consideration, some additional rules are involved in the examples. That 
i s, tensing of an obstruent af ter a stop (e. g. , the third examples of (la, b, c, and d) ) , voicing of 
.a plosive between voiced segments (e.g., the first example of (lc)) , and palatalization of s before 
i (e.g ., (la)). k' and t' represent tense k and t respectively. 
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c, /tols+i/ 'anniversary Nom' [tolS'i] 
/tols/ 'anniversary' [tolJ 
/ tols+kwa/ 'anniversary and' [tolgwaJ 
The final consonant cluster ps of /kaps/ 'price', for example, is simplified to p in both 
utterance final and pre-consontal po~ition, the same environment in which obstruents 
become unreleased stops. 
Within the framework of standard generative phonology (cf. Chomsky & Halle 1968) , 
the above phenomena are handled by the following two rules (cf. C.-W. Kim 1972) 
(3) a. 
[ -sonoran t J ----+ - tens~ / 
l




One basic problem in this analysis is that the phenomena are described to take place 
at two unrelated environments; one word finally and the other before a consonant. That 
is, the description offers no explanation as to why the phenomena occur in those 
dissimilar environments, and it leaves unanswered questions such as why the phenomena 
take place before a consonant instead of before a vowel, etc. Furthermore, the entire 
phenomena under consideration require a far more abstract account than the notions 
involved in the rules given in (3). In addition to the cases in (l) and (2) there are cases 
where an obstruent is changed to an unreleased stop even before a vowel, as shown in 
(4) . 
(4) a. /cas+ami/ 'wet nurse' [c<'Jdemi] 
b. /k'ocb +wi/ 'top of the flower ' [k'odwiJ 
c. / apb+untoDcan/ 'front playground ' [abundonjanJ 
d. / m<'Js + aps +ta/ 'without style ' [m<'Jd<'Jpt 'aJ 
Similarly, there are cases, as illustrated in (5) , where consonant cluster simplif ication 
takes place even before a vowel. 
(5) a. /n<'Jks + ~ps+ tal 'without spirit' 
b. /kaps+ <}ps + tal 'without reward' 




In both cases the segments in question occur neither III utterance final pOSitIOn nor in 
pre-consonantal position, yet the phenomena take place. The phenomena, in other words, 
cannot be accounted for by rules such as the ones in (3) that merely refer to segment 
sequences. 
Superficially, the phenomena of consonant cluster simplification and the change of 
2 Rule (3b) says that the second consonant of a consonant cluster is deleted. However, in some 
cases the first consonant is deleted. Cf. C. -wo Kim(1972) for the principle of determining the 
deleted consonant. 
a A phrase of this type occurs in an utterance like ki sa rami nagapt 'a 'He is absent·minded.' 
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obstruents to unreleased stops thus appear to occur at diversified and unrelatedenviron· 
ments. A most natural solution for these phenomena calls for a concept that is not 
integrated in the standard theory of generative phonology, namey the concept of syIlables. 
In Korean a syllable boundary falls before a consonant follo,-,;ed by a vowel as well as 
in utterance initial and utterance final positions, i.e., the environments of the rules in 
(3) represent the place of a syIlable boundary. Re·examination of the data in (l) and 
(2) w ith the notion of syllables in mind reveals the reason why the phenomena take 
place in utterance final position and before another consonant, but not before a vowel; 
while the two former environments involve a place of syllable boundary, the last 
environment does not. 
2. Korean allows the following 
(6) a. CV b. CGV 
d. V e. CVC 
g. GVC h. VC 
types of syllable at the phonetic level: 
c. GV 
f. CGVC 
Korean, in other words, has the following surface phonetic constraint on the syllable 
structure: S (C) (G) V (C) S.4 Among these eight permissible syllable types, CV is the 
most preferred type. The manner of syIlabification by native speakers of Korean reveals 
the presence of the above syllable types and the preference of the CV type. In dealing 
with a nonsense string of segments or by paying no attention to morpheme boundaries, 
a native speaker syllabifies a string of segments such as CVCVCGV as CVSCVSCGV 
rather than CVCSVSCGV or any other way. A rule that assigns syllable boundaries in 
appropriate places in Korean can be given as in (7). 
(7) Segment Syllabification Rule 
cp---->S / - (C) (G) V 
In addition to syllabification dealing specifically with segment sequences, there is 
another type ot syllabification involved. The second type of syllabification is associated 
with grammatical information. Major constituent breaks such as that between a noun 
phrase and a verb phrase, as well as utterance initial and utterance final positions are 
grammatically determined places for potential pause, and syllable boundaries are associated 
with them. Assuming that a node that directly or indirectly dominates a major lexical 
category (e .g. noun, verb) carries a boundary symbol on both sides, a major constituent 
break can be defined as a place where two or more :# -boundary symbols occur. The 
following diagrams illustrate the boundary assignment to phrases with different constituent 
structures. 
















' there is no milk' 
Rules that assign syllable boundaries to utterance initial and utterance final positions 
and major constituent breaks can be given in the following form: 
(9) Constituent Syllabification Rule 
9- Sj [ #12 } 
(where 11 is an utterance initial or final position. ) 
The Constituent Syllabification Rule assigns syllable boundaries to a string like :lf CdS :If 
'milk ' uttered in isolation as SCdSS, and to a string like ;l1:;I1::If CdS;l1: i # :If :If dPS:lf ta # :If 
'there is no milk ' as SCdsiSdpstaS. 
The essential difference between the Constituent Syllabification Rule and the Segment 
Syllabification Rule is that while the former assigns syllable boundaries to a phonological 
phrase, the latter assigns syllable boundarien within a phonological phrase. The output 
of the Constituent Syllabification Rule SCO'lsiSO'lpstO'lS is further syllabified by the Segment 
Syllabification Rule to become SCO'lSsiSO'lpsStaS. 
The cases in Cl) and (2) can now be viewed as phenomena having to do with the 
syllabification processes of the language. The string / co'ls + i/ 'milk Nom' in isolation 
is syllabified as SCO'lSsiS, while the string / co'ls/ 'milk ' and j CO'ls + kwa/ 'milk and' in 
isolation are syllabified as SC;}sS and Sc;}sSkwaS, where the obstruent s occurs a t a 
syllable boundary. Similarly, the string j kaps+i j 'price Nom' is syllabifi ed as SkapSsiS, 
while the strings /kapsj 'price' and / kaps+ kwa/ 'price and ' in isolation are syllabified as· 
SkapsS and SkapsSkwaS, where the consonant cluster ps occurs at a syllable boundary . 
Thus, if the concept of syllables is adopted, a more general and revealing account 
can be given for the phenomena observed in (1) and (2) . The ru les accounting for the. 
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data can now be stated as in (l0). 
(10) SyIlable-Ending Adjustment Rules 
-release '1 




b. C--. cp / C ___ s 
Once the syllabification rules and the relevant rules are reformulated appropriately, the' 
function of the rules involved becomes clear. As outputs of the syllabification rules such 
as SkapsS and SkapsSkwaS involve the syllable SCVCCS, unpermitted phoentically in 
the language, there is a need to modify it. The function of (lOb) precisely to modify 
unpermitted syllable structures. 5 In the case of the sequence SkapSsiS, no ill-formed syllable' 
is involved, and no rule needs to apply. Similarly, the function of (lOa) is to modify 
phonetically ill-formed syllable final segments such as -sS, -chS to permissible ones. For 
ease of exposition the rules in (l0) are henceforth referred to as the syllable-ending. 
adjustment rules . 
Not only is it the case that the rules ID (l0) together with the two types of 
syllabification rule provide a far more revealing account for the phenomena observed in 
( l) and (2), but it is also the case that a unified account for these phenomena and' 
those seen in (4) and (5) seems possible only if the rules are given as in (10). 
Examination of the data in (4) and (5) in the light of the above reformulated rules. 
reveal an intricate interplay of the two types of syllabification rules and the syllable-
ending adjustment rules. First, the forms in (4) are nominal compounds (except (4d», 
involving the constituent structure of the forms given in (11) .6 
(11) a. N b. N 
I I 
I I I I 
N N N N 
I I I I 
C;}S ;}mi k'och wi 
[c<XI;}mi] [k' odwi] 
It is the form of the above constituent structure type that ultimately triggers one of 
the syllable-ending adjustment rules. Since each node dominating a major lexical category 
involves a word boundary, #, the contituent structures in (11) entail the following' 
boundary configurations: 
(l2) a. ##c;)s##;)mi## b. ##k'och##wi## 
In other words, at the abstract level nominanl compounds by the boundary convention 
contain between the two nominal elements a boundary configuration having a characteristic-
of a major constitutent break, though at the phonetic level this break is obliterated by 
5 Cf. Shibatani -. (1973) for discussion of the interaction of phonological rules and surface phonetic 
constraints. 
6 See below for the constituent structure involved in (4d). 
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the subsequent application of the Segment Syllabification Rule. 
By the application of the Constituent Syllabification Rule, the two nominal compounds 
result in the following syllable structures at the abstract level: 
(13) a. SCdsSdmiS b. Sk'ochSwiS 
What occurs at this stage of derivation is the application of the syllable-ending adjus-
tment rule (lOa), which yields ' the following outputs: 
(14) a. SCdtSdmiS b. Sk'otSwiS 
After the application of the Segment Syllabification Rule and other relevant rules, the 
phonetic forms emerge as below: 





Segment Syllabification Rule 
Other relevant rules 
Comparison of the above derivation with that of forms such as l~dS+ il [cdsi] clearly 
points out a phonological consequence that a difference in the constituent structure brings 









Since the Nom node does not dominate a m'ajor lexica l category, there is only one # 
-boundary between the noun and the nominative particle; as a consequence the Constituent 
Syllabification Rule does not put a syllable boundary between ICdSI and Ii/. Hence no 
syllable-ending adjustment rule applies, and the underlying s surfaces as it is phoneticall y. 
Another crucial point to be noted here is that the Segment Syllabification Rule must 
follow the syllable-ending adjustment rules; if the Segment Syllabification Rule were to 
apply immediately after the Constituent Syllabification Rule, (13)would turn to SCdSsdSmiS 
.and Sk'oScbwiS to which no syllable-ending adjustment rule can apply. Examination of 
the data in (5) , in fact, points out that the interaction of the syllabification rules and 
the sy llable-ending adjustment rules is even more intricate; the Segment Syllabification 
Rule applies th roughout the derivation,1 but it may do so only after the initial application 
·of the applicable syllable-ending adjustment rules, which may apply before as well as 
after the Segment Syllabification Rule. 
4. Phrases (a) and (b) in (5) are forms that have undergone deletion of the nominative 
particle Ii/ ; their corresponding full forms are given in (17), 
7 Cf. Hooper (1972) for other cases where a rule comparable to our Segment Syllabification Rule 
applies throughout the derivation. 
(7) a. /n<lks + i + ~ps+ta/ 
[n<lks' i<lpt'a] 
/kaps+i+<lps + ta/ 
[ka ps' i<lpt' a] 
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'there is no spirit (absen t-minded)' 
'there is no value ' 
The constituent structure of (l7a) is given in (l8) . 
(18) 
,..---------s------....... """'"\ 
I ___ NP ___ . 
I 
I-Fl 








For this fuller form, the syllabification rules put syllable boundaries as follows, and no 
syllable-ending rule affects the cluster ks of /n~ks/ 'spirit'; only the cluster ps of /~ps/ 
'not exist' is adjusted. 
(l9) Sn~kSsiS~psStaS 
[n~kS'i<lpt'aJ 
However, in the case of the form without the nominative particle, the Constituent 
Syllabification Rule places a syllable boundary immediately after the subject /n<lks/ 'spirit', 
.as shown in (20a). 







Constituent Syllabification Rule 
Rule (lOb) 
Segment Syllabification Rule 
Rule (lOb) 
Segment Syllabification Rule 
Other rules 
(20a) is subject to one of the syllable-ending adjustment rules, (lOb), and an interme-
cliate form (20b) results. At this stage the Segment Syllabification Rule may apply since 
-one of the syllable-ending adjustments rules has already applied. Form (20c) , which 
results from the Segment Syllabification Rule, is again subject to the syllable-ending 
adjustment rule (lOb) . The output of the second application of Rule (lOb) is in turn 
.subject to the Segment Syllabification Rule before it turns . to the eventual syllable 
formation of Sn~kSbpStaS. 
Repeated applications of the syllable-ending adjustment rules and the Segment Syllabi-
fication Rule seem to be highly motivated as these two types of rules affect each other's 
.applicability; the syllable-ending adjustment rules may produce a string that requires 
resyllabification, and syllabification by the Segment Syllabification Rule may bring about 
.a segment sequence that needs to be adjusted by the syllable-ending adjustment rules. In 
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other words, both the Segment Syllabification Rule and the syllable-ending adjustment 
rules keep applying until the emergence of a phonological string that is compatible with 
surface phonetic constraints that govern the syllable structure and other aspects of the-
phonetic structure of the language. 
Form (5c) is a straighforward case of a nominal compound that has the consti tuent 
structure type given in (11) . As the Constituent Syllabification Rule places a syllable 
boundary between the first nominal element / tols/ 'anniversary' and the second element 
/aki/ ' baby' , the syllable-ending adjustment rule ClOb) applies yielding the near-phonetic 
form tolaki. 
5. Despite the superficial difference in the environments where the phenomena of 
consonant cluster simplification and the change of obstruents to unreleased stops occur, a 
deeper analysis of the syllabification phenomena has revealed that the cases in ( l), (2) , 
(4) , and (5) involve processes that in fact take place at the same environment, namely 
a syllable boundary. Thus the above study presents a case where integration of the· 
concept of syllables in phonological theory yields a more genera l and revealing account. 
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